C4 corvette air pump delete kit

Shop millions of cars from over 21, dealers and find the perfect car. Good suggestion Mr. The
smog pump is really a good thing on a factory ECM motor. It helps warm up the oxygen sensors
to get the system into closed loop mode quicker. Instead of getting a smog pump delete pulley
could I run a smaller belt? I have access to all shapes and I've been thinking of gutting the air
pump itself and just using it as the pulley delete. Corvette Market Keith Martin's Volume 4. Issue
Corvette Trader. Smog pump delete pulley and brackets. Take Two - Step by step learn "how-to"
remove your Corvette's body from t That way, I kept the stock length belt, and it did remove a
lot of crap over on the passenger side making header access and swaps easier. Also removed
the smog tube that runs from head to head at the rear of the engine. A shorter belt does work
though, but I like the stock belt since mine was new anyway. Dorman gives auto repair
professionals and vehicle owners greater freedom to fix cars and trucks by focusing on
solutions first. Exhaust Smog Pump Delete. Does anybody have any right ups on a fox body 5. I
was told that the air pump or smog pump what ever people call it. I acquired boxes of parts
taken off the car that included the original smog pump and additional engine components. Car
seats were not required at that time. It was included on 2, or Notice the air pump just ahead of
the thermostat housing. Lingenfelter Performance Engineering was founded over 44 years ago
and is a globally recognized brand in the performance engineering industry. The company
offers engine building, engine and chassis tuning components and installation for vehicle
owners; component product development; services to manufacturers, aftermarket and original
equipment suppliers; prototype and preparation of product Everything Corvair and great
people. The car is from AZ , has sparco's in it , intercooled ect. For , the C4 Corvette's final year
of production, Chevy introduced an optional engine. Rated at hp, the LT4 cid V-8 featured higher
compression, a new aluminum head design, and a higher redline. Please consider a donation
button below to help keep the site Specializing in C3 Chevrolet Corvette Parts since Same day
shipping. No-Hassle Returns. Our inventory selection includes rebuilt A. Shop a broad array of
M Voice available for sale today on the internet. Buy right now! Corvette used this approach in
the and L engines and in the and LT-1 engines. With the model C4, they went back to the MAF
system. Note that MAF based systems are far more accurate since they measure air flow
directly whereas the MAP system infers air flow indirectly. In the pic below, see the solenoid
with the gray cap on it? Remove the plug 1. The vacuum hose 2 is the other end of the hose you
disconnected from the air pump earlier. You can remove it too. The other vacuum hose 3 goes
to a nipple on the drivers side of the intake. Remove it from the solenoid as well. Then slide the
solenoid up off its bracket. Known primarily for exhaust headers, engine mounts, carburetor
spacers and adapters, and chrome and aluminum customizing accessories, these two
pioneering companies have 's of components to help your GM, Ford or MOPAR car or truck run
stronger and look cooler. C5 Corvette. Edelbrock is the most respected name in performance!
Since , Edelbrock has manufactured its core products in the USA for quality and performance.
Engine is a Chevy with aluminum heads mated to a Porsche trans. Producing over HP. The
duration time of the pump squirt is controlled by the diameter of the pump discharge nozzles.
The last variable is virtually always left alone. The mass of the pump discharge valve will effect
in milliseconds how soon the fuel from the pump actually enters the venturi once the pump is
actuated. Damned good reason to delete your AIR pump if you haven't already. This guy only
drove for 10 minutes - just think if he continued driving longer. Often, it's not the pump itself
that fails to function, but the power that supplies it. Check in your owner's manual for the
location of the fuse box, then find the fuse that corresponds to the fuel pump. Pull it out and
inspect it for signs of failure. If the fuse is blown, it will be broken or burned. It really depends
on your model of Corvette. My experience is with C4's - , specifically my 35th Anniversary.
When I purchased this car I was getting What would deleting my smog pump on my 88 TBI do?
Would it increase mpg? Throw any codes? What i did was along with the pump delete i did an
egr delete which is were I found some extra mpg. Items may be returned within days of
purchase for a refund or exchange, if in new and unused condition. Stock w Call with any
questions! The pieces were removed from a Ford Galaxie. We are not experts on these Ford
smog pieces, and we are not stating it is Correct for any particular vehicle. Please do your own
research. Most people will get their payments automatically. See the press release for details.
Add To Cart. C3 C4 Corvette Thermostat - Eventually this technology evolved albeit without all
the capabilities of the Tech 2 into designs like the AutoXray EZLink Scan Tool sold elsewhere
on this website. The body is in great shape, but I have a small problem with the engine fowling
out plugs and it seams to be overloading on fuel. I am completely ignorant to this car and
engine. Bitch corvette corvette Hop in a motherfucking jet like that Really think you could like
that They was like, "Popp, why you all like that? Glock 19 magazine extension capacity Accident
route 17 nj Pua unemployment nc extension Chase calhoun tulsa married Mass settings ocp
Pearson nursing test bank questions Manners winchester 70 stock Boost mobile store near me

telephone number Suhl claw mount What is a final drive control module Strike pack eliminator
mod pass Expository sermons on revelation Thermofisher uk Collie dog rescue near me
Duramax sheds Caterpillar service manuals pdf Ge microwave Twinmotion furniture Michael
motors classic cars Velo dog pistol value Ark torpor damage calculator Blank metal name
badges Your payment is securely processed by braintree donate now Sheboygan county
mugshots Wall mounted lamps Denon optical out Ghanaexpo music How to get a deleted
assignment back in google classroom Outlook cannot connect to the exchange server Miami
weather 10 day forecast Wifi chicken coop door. I removed the smog pump and the air
conditioning, and fitted a belt tensioner from a Ford V8. The dash is a mixture of gauges I had
lying around â€” Smiths, Auto Meter, whatever worked â€” with an electric speedo, and the
seats are Sparco Sprint black vinyl buckets with eBay harnesses. C4 Visor Advice Finish off
your C4's interior with new sun visors. Remedy for Digitaldashitus That's pronounced
"Digital-dash-i-tus," and we've got the cure for your Corvette. Lot of c4s are beat up. Corvette
LS1 rated at hp was the first year for the C4 corvette and is equipped with a tuned Cross Fire
injection 5. Get ready to turn some heads and hold on! Only 58, miles! New additions this
season: -Smog pump delete and belt resized for set up; extra 15hp. Airbnb coloradoFor the
Smog Test: During the visual inspection portion of the smog test the smog technician will be
inspecting your vehicle's air injection system. If your vehicle is equipped with a pump air
injection system the technician will be checking for the proper connection of the injection
system plumbing, all hoses, lines, valves and smog pump. You will find the fit and function will
work perfectly for your Corvette. You will also be pleased Judy byington dinar recaps. Decided
to take the smog pump New timing chain, freeze plugs, water pump, rotor, cap, wires, plugs, etc,
new off road pipe, smog pump Using aircraft-grade aluminum, this bracket and plastic pulley kit
improves both aesthetics and performance, with tests indicating a gain of 20 hp. Grade 8 Bolts.
Smog Delete. Bolt on Design. Reusable replacement air filters, cold air intakes, enclosed air box
kits and performance products factory direct from Airaid. Needless to say smog sucks the big
one here.. I have a e85 tune and a Possible to pass cali smog running e85 with no kitties? Dog
ate aquaphor lip balmSpeed vs time graph worksheet pdf Humminbird mega di trolling motor
mount. Bmw E85 Z4 2. I bought it from the original owner with all of the supporting paperwork
and any original parts Smog pump, cat converter, shocks that were removed. General Motors
began sending letters to owners of C7 Corvettes to notify them of a potential issue with their
Corvette's fuel tanks. Based on those chiming in on the forums, the notice covers Corvettes
built from and includes all models from Stingray to Z I did not have to remove the distributor
when I raised the engine, it's still about 1 inch away. The transmission housing hit the body way
before that and I was not able to put a 2x4 between the frame and engine motor mounts so I
used two 2x4's between the exhaust manifold and the frame which worked fine. Yarn bee cozy
occasion ivory. Step up piston and rod assy. A revision of the best-selling title Super Tuning
and Modifying Carter Carburetors, this book contains more than color photos, illustrations, and
diagrams, covering One of the injection manifold check valves failed and allowed exhaust gas
back into the pump and locked it up. That burning plastic was a smell I will never forget. The
language of anatomy review sheet exercise 1 answer keyI removed the broken smog pump on
my L98 Corvette. I removed the broken smog pump on my L98 Corvette. Hp outlet store near me
C4 Corvette. Overheating engine shut off. So I bought my 16 year old son a cool car, classic
Corvette and its been in the shop more than he has been able to drive it. Can a 2 ton jack lift a
dodge ram How many ports does your switch have in the space provided enter only the numeric
value. Leap go vape not working. Delete my parler account. Gacha club free download. Eco
friendly clothing manufacturers. Please note: If you purchased your kit from any one besides
Mercuryspinning on ebay, this guide may not be applicable to your installation. Here is the
installation guide. Also available at mercuryspinning. Depending on what other parts you decide
to remove from system, plug any open tubes, pipes or hoses. Disclaimer: The removal and
modification of the A. This may be illegal in your area. Designed for off-road racing use with
headers. Remove belt and disconnect the negative battery terminal. Remove bolt from alternator
top support that links air pump to top of alternator. Remove air pump support bolt and bracket
from rear of pump Remove 2 bolts and 1 nut from air pump mounting bracket, located
underneath air pump Pic 1 and 2. Slide pump forward and remove. Tighten lower alternator
mounting bolt. Replace belt. Reconnect battery terminal. New style illustrated parts breakdown.
I've modified it slightly again. You will know if you have the latest if the upright has only 3 holes,
not 4 as previous versions do, and the alternator arm mounts to the same bolt as the pulley. On
my engine I used 2, one on either side of the spacer. Subscribe to: Posts Atom. Observations
and corrections: The bolt that goes through the lower shorter spacer has to have three
revolutions with a die to add a few more threads. If a washer is not needed, the bolt's shoulder
keeps the spacer from seating against the cylinder head. The larger diameter head causes

problems being so close to the power steering pump pulley. A slim-line wrench was required to
tighten that one. Too many lock washers! Have you considered Nyloc nuts or Blue Loctite
where appropriate? Your instructions say to adjust the alternator outboard. Alternators on the
C-4 serpentine belt system are non-adjustable, so yes, you will need a shorter belt. Since you
kept this measurement a secret, please use Gates K for fully accessorized 5. The hard-parts of
the kit are of excellent quality. Thank you. Also, my thanks to Mid America for steering me to
your blog. I bought the kit from Zip, and no mention was made of all your pictures. Have Mid
America print the link on the enclosed sheet. Well, since you purchased your kit from another
vendor who obviously is getting them from an inferior manufacturer, most of your comment are
inapplicable to my kit. I have engineered this kit to fit easily and properly. My kit has only 2 lock
washers, under the long bolt heads. I use nyloc nuts ever where else. If you are using headers,
you will lose the alternator lower rear brace, which then allows the alt to pivot. GM used
different pulleys, and I cannot specify which belt will fit all applications. Thank you very much
for that. Zip is selling the kit that is re-boxed from Mid America. One of Mid America's personnel
did go out of his way to find your blog and send me the link, which he didn't have to do. I
needed pictures to go with their cryptic instructions. Where are you selling your kit, so I can
communicate that with a couple of others that are searching for such an item? I'm on ebay,
mercuryspinning is my ebay name. I'd appreciate the referral! First off let me say that the
machine work was impeccable. My question is does the brace from exhaust manifold removed?
The bracket over the top of the alternator isn't lining up with alternator. It seems it's done in the
pics here. Awesome kit, glad I picked yours over all the others. I think it would be worth offering
a more expensive kit with a billet pulley that matched your quality machinework and some caps
for the air injection at the exhaust manifolds. All in all, if someone is reading these comments
trying to decide if this is the right kit for them, you won't be disappointed. It took me longer to
remove the old A. The fact that I can use the stock belt size is another huge plus. Help with
install. There seems to be an extra large washer. Unless it goes between pulley adapter and
bracket. See picture if I can post it. Also then the smaller bolt for alt has no washers then.
Everything works exactly right machine perfect thanks Mercury spinning. Hey, I have purchased
used parts from Northern corvette which went very well. It was affordable and easily got it. At
least, I got a post which is talking about used Corvette parts which are good for others. Thanks
for sharing nice post Genuine Goulds Pump Parts are compulsory to guarantee your pumps
remain going for leading performance as well as maintain their guarantee condition. Goulds and
Durco Pump Parts have actually been specifically developed for your pump version. Please
note: If you purchased your kit from any one besides Mercuryspinning on ebay, this guide may
not be applicable to your installation. Here is the installation guide. Also available at
mercuryspinning. Depending on what other parts you decide to remove from system, plug any
open tubes, pipes or hoses. Disclaimer: The removal and modification of the A. This may be
illegal in your area. Designed for off-road racing use with headers. Remove belt and disconnect
the negative battery terminal. Remove bolt from alternator top support that links air pump to top
of alternator. Remove air pump support bolt and bracket from rear of pump Remove 2 bolts and
1 nut from air pump mounting bracket, located underneath air pump Pic 1 and 2. Slide pump
forward and remove. Tighten lower alternator mounting bolt. Replace belt. Reconnect battery
terminal. New style illustrated parts breakdown. I've modified it slightly again. You will know if
you have the latest if the upright has only 3 holes, not 4 as previous versions do, and the
alternator arm mounts to the same bolt as the pulley. On my engine I used 2, one on either side
of the spacer. Unknown October 25, at PM. Unknown April 20, at PM. Unknown May 10, at PM.
Unknown July 7, at PM. Daniel Smith September 9, at AM. Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom.
This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. Skip to main content. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who
viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your
vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or
get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab.
Seller information mercuryspinning Contact seller. See other items More See all. Item
Information Condition:. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Does not
ship to Ukraine See details. Item location:. Watkinsville, Georgia, United States. Ships to:. This
amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens

in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items.
Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation
tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not
guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage.
Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not
compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something
went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below
vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained
in this table have been provided by mercuryspinning. Why is my kit a better value? Also comes
with plugs to seal up rubber hose s! This is the only kit on eBay that does, making installation
quick, easy and hassle free! These delete kits are made right here in the USA by a retired
machinist earning a few bucks to pay for parts for my Corvette project cars. Help the cause!
Made to a much higher standard than the others that are outsourced from China. They are made
from aircraft grade billet aluminum with CNC precision. Brand new, Brushed Satin finish
aluminum air pump eliminator pulley kit. Grade 8 bolts, nyloc nuts. High tech polymer pulley.
Adds horse power! Purchases made before 10 AM Eastern will typically ship same day. When
needed, makes removing the left side valve cover MUCH easier, too. This is not needed for
installation of this kit, just saying. Manufactured of Kaiser aluminum. Made in the U. Just a note!
The belt routing on Camaros and Firebirds are different. For off road vehicles only. Works best
with headers. Bypassing emission controls on road cars is illegal. Shipping and handling. The
seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new
window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated.
Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional import charges at
delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes
international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 3 items available.
Please enter a number less than or equal to 3. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9
numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does not ship to Ukraine. Domestic handling time. Taxes
may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is
covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details.
Payment methods. Feedback on mercuryspinning from others who bought this item. Positive
feedback. I think it needed an update on design which I think it has been done now. Back to
home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos
not available for this variation. Not just cut aluminum and holes drilled. A great item to help get
those horses to the rear tires, while allowing the engine to rev even quicker than it does from
the factory. Purchase of ne
ford 8000 truck
bmw 325i maintenance schedule
2001 dodge ram 1500 brake pads
w belt locally is required in some installations due to varying pulley sizes installed by GM
according to option requirements. Great product and finish , you will have to figure out your
new belt size, owner backs his product , help out a small american business man and all
american made product at a way lower price than the foreign competition! This kit is super easy
to install. Removal of the pump is a snap as well. Works great! Great quality and easy install. I
did have to drill a bigger hole to fit bolt thru alternator. Great customer support too. Needed new
belt Suggest using a shorter serpentine belt with this kit. Toggle menu Login or Sign Up 0.
Exterior Garage Suspension. Accessories Air Intake Garage Suspension. You save. Current
Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Share This Article. Product Videos.
Custom Field. Look good and works good. You May Also Like Quick view Details. Auto Custom
Carpet. Choose Options. Add to Cart. Recommended Quick view Details.

